Winter 2014
It's January, when we all receive scads of year-in-reviews. While it might be fun to look back at 2013, it was a
very good year for equity investments, with US stocks helping lead the way, it's more instructive to go back
further. Plus, we trust you remember most of what happened in a year that ended less than two weeks ago. So,
without further ado, our years-in-reviews, circa 2008-2009, when the investment world seemed to be coming to
an end and investors worried about their futures. (This followed by a word of caution.)
The beginning of 2008 ushered in seeping concern about real estate and the financial institutions fueling
"the housing bubble," as it would become known. It was the glory days of real estate investors making easy
money by flipping a house, any house, for a quick profit. Real estate was king. But easy money and low interest
rates coupled with unscrupulous lenders backed by Wall Street and return-hungry investors, was a lethal
combination. It led to the fall of many financial companies and "the great recession," from which many parts of
the world are still trying to recover.
To counteract the damage, two US Presidents and countless global leaders enacted stimulus plans or austerity
programs to right the sinking ships. New rules and regulations were passed. Investigations ensued, as did an
embarrassingly low number of convictions of those deemed responsible.
By March of 2009, when every market hit their low, the future looked bleak and many investors were past the
point of panic.
Enter the now.
Not all investors panicked. And for those calm and prescient enough to weather the storm, the last five years
have paid off. US equity markets have doubled, while Canadian markets have appreciated better than 50%.
Even the much-maligned European markets are up over 40%. Just five years ago, the financial world was all
gloom. But as we said during those times, with steady investments with well thought out strategies, boom
follows gloom.
Certainly, you kept peeking at the progress of your accounts last year. And it was fun, even exciting. The bottom
line looked better each month and the end numbers were something special. Boom!
So here's where we'd like to offer a word of caution as we dive into 2014.
This coming year should please you, too, but, you'll likely find it a bit of a yawner. Expect the slow and steady
progress we have been talking about for years to continue, rewarding disciplined investors that stay the course
on their well-defined plans. Not chasing the markets up or down sometimes seems boring. But most of us sleep
better when we're bored.
We wish you a restful and prosperous new year.
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